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Carole Doucet heads a private practice in executive and business
coaching, paired with consulting expertise in corporate financing
and strategic planning. For over 25 years, her keen business sense and
clarity of vision have helped hundreds of successful leaders.
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“Every day, leaders face many challenges that influence both the dayto-day operations and the future of their organizations and of the
economy. That is why I am passionate about helping high-performance
executives, managers and professionals progress faster, with greater
impact, confidence and satisfaction. How? By contributing to see more
clearly in fully developing their talents and leadership, and optimizing
their strategic thinking and planning. This helps them develop and bring
to life their vision with more inspiration and greater self-assurance. My
professional services in coaching and business consulting, and my talent
in bringing my clients to the next level, have been recognized to help
maximize focus, performance and satisfaction through an integrated
approach that is personalized, structured and creative.
“I’ve been coaching for over a decade. I’ve also managed service
companies, served as CFO, and taken on various responsibilities within
financial institutions. In 1998, I started my first management consulting
firm, and then, for eight years, was a partner in a consulting firm
specializing in corporate financing. My collaboration with that firm
continued after I left to create Coaching d’affaires Carole Doucet in
2009. My professional experience allows me to provide my clients and
network of partners with solid expertise in SMEs, consulting firms and
financial institutions.”
• A professional coach certified with the International Coach
Federation and Geneva’s Institut de Coaching IDC
• Published several business articles, an ebook and co-authored
the book Le 6e talent-Rayonnez grâce au meilleur de vous même
(Foreword by Louis Garneau)
• Certified Professional Behavioral Analyst by TTI Success
Insights (DISC)
• Facilitated many workshops aimed at owners of growing businesses;
Holds a trainer certification from Quebec’s Commission des
partenaires du marché du travail
• An active member of various boards of directors in the business
and philanthropy sectors
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• A professional artist with many Quebec and international awards
• Holds an Executive M.B.A. from Université du Québec à Montréal
 (UQAM) and a Bachelor’s degree in finance and international business
from McGill University
• Member of the NeuroLeadership Institute and of the Institute
of Coaching Professional Association (ICPA), an affiliate of Harvard
University

